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ABSTRACT
Notch, LIN-12, and GLP-1 are receptors that mediate a broad range of cell interac-
tions duringDrosophilaand nematode development. Signaling by these receptors
relies on a conserved pathway with three core components: DSL ligand, LNG re-
ceptor, and a CSL effector that links the receptor to its transcriptional response.
Although key functional regions have been identified in each class of proteins,
the mechanism for signal transduction is not yet understood. Diverse regulatory
mechanisms influence signaling by the LIN-12/Notch pathway. Inductive sig-
naling relies on the synthesis of ligand and receptor in distinct but neighboring
cells. By contrast, lateral signaling leads to the transformation of equivalent cells
that express both ligand and receptor into nonequivalent cells that express either
ligand or receptor. This transformation appears to rely on regulatory feedback
loops within the LIN-12/Notch pathway. In addition, the pathway can be regu-
lated by intrinsic factors that are asymmetrically segregated during cell division
or by extrinsic cues via other signaling pathways. Specificity in the pathway does
not appear to reside in the particular ligand or receptor used for a given cell-cell
interaction. The existence of multiple ligands and receptors may have evolved
from the stringent demands placed upon the regulation of genes encoding them.
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INTRODUCTION
Signaling by the related receptorsDrosophilaNotch and nematode LIN-12 and
GLP-1 controls numerous cell fate decisions during development. InCae orhab-
ditis elegansandDrosophila, where cell interactions can be examined at the
level of individual cells, the control of cell fates by these receptors has been ana-
lyzed in genetic, molecular, and cellular detail. These studies define a conserved
pathway for signal transduction and reveal several mechanisms for regulation
of the pathway.
The similarities between theDrosophilaNotch andC. elegansLIN-12 and
GLP-1 receptors are impressive: All three have a common domain architecture;
all three function during development to regulate decisions between alternate
cell fates; and all three act via a similar core pathway of control. Nonetheless,
these receptors and their regulatory pathways are not identical. For example,
Notch has 36 EGF-like repeats, which appear to possess some regional special-
ization (Kelley et al 1987, Hartley et al 1987, Rebay et al 1991), whereas GLP-1
and LIN-12 have many fewer EGF-like repeats (10 and 13, respectively) with no
evidence for regions with specific functions (Kodoyianni et al 1992). Further-
more, in certain cell interactions, signaling byDrosophilaNotch is intimately
linked with thewinglesspathway (e.g. Blair 1996), but no hint of the same has
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been obtained for LIN-12 and GLP-1. Therefore, although common features are
broadly recognized, the pathways that transduce and regulate receptor activity
are not likely to be superimposable.
This review focuses on signaling by the LIN-12/Notch pathway and its reg-
ulation. Due to space constraints, signaling inC. elegansandDrosophila is
stressed. We refer the reader to previous reviews for a more thorough discus-
sion of individual components of the pathway, other views concerning sig-
nal transduction and regulatory networks, and a more extensive discussion of
the vertebrate pathway (Greenwald 1994, Muskavitch 1994, Simpson 1994,
Artavanis-Tsakonas et al 1995, Lewis 1996).
SIGNALING BY THE LIN-12/Notch PATHWAY:
AN OVERVIEW
The Notch, LIN-12 and GLP-1 receptors transduce signals by a newly emerging
pathway. At the heart of the pathway are three components: DSL ligands (for
Delta, Serrate, and LAG-2), LNG receptors (for LIN-12, Notch, and GLP-1),
and CSL effectors [for CBF-1, Su(H), and LAG-1] (Figure 1; see legend to
Figure 1 for brief description of motif organization). These three constituents
are used for most, though perhaps not all, LIN-12/Notch signaling.










Figure 1 Core components of the LIN-12/Notch signaling pathway. DSL transmembrane protein
is shown in a signaling cell; LNG receptor and CSL transcription factor are shown in a receiving cell.
Motifs in the DSL protein include a transmembrane domain (small black rectangle), one or more
complete EGF-like repeats (gray circle), a single DSL domain (black diamond), and an N-terminal
region (long black rectangle). Motifs in the LNG receptor include EGF-like repeats (gray circles),
LNG repeats (open diamonds; also known as LIN-12/Notch Repeat repeats), a transmembrane
domain (small black rectangle), a RAM domain (gray square; also known as RAM23 domain), six
cdc10/ankyrin repeats (open ovals; also known as cdc10/SWI6 repeats and ANK repeats). Each of
these three components of the pathway is required for active signaling. Some evidence suggests
that both DSL protein and LNG receptor may function as dimers or oligomers, but single proteins
are shown here for simplicity. See text for further explanation.
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Core Components
LIGANDS DSL transmembrane proteins are likely to be signaling ligands for
LIN-12/Notch receptors. Founding members include Delta and Serrate from
Drosophila (Vässin et al 1987, Kopczynski et al 1988, Fleming et al 1990,
Thomas et al 1991) and LAG-2 fromC. elegans(Lambie & Kimble 1991,
Henderson et al 1994, Tax et al 1994). Additional DSL family members in-
clude APX-1 inC. elegans(Mello et al 1994) and various vertebrate homo-
logues (see Evolutionary Considerations). The role of DSL proteins as ligands
is supported by numerous lines of evidence. Genetic mosaic analyses demon-
strate clearly that Delta functions in signaling cells (Heitzler & Simpson 1991),
and expression studies show that various DSL proteins are expressed specifi-
cally in signaling cells (Ghysen et al 1993, Henderson et al 1994, Wilkinson
et al 1994, Mickey et al 1996, Moskowitz & Rothman 1996). In tissue culture,
Delta-expressing cells adhere to Notch-expressing cells, and Delta and Notch
colocalize at the cell junction (Fehon et al 1990, Rebay et al 1991, Lieber et al
1992). Also in tissue culture, Jagged, a vertebrate homologue of Serrate, acti-
vates rat Notch1 in myoblasts and prevents muscle differentiation (Lindsell et al
1995). Biochemical evidence for binding rests upon the co-immunoprecipation
of Delta with Notch (Fehon et al 1990). The accumulated evidence therefore
strongly supports the idea that DSL proteins are ligands for LNG receptors.
Although sequence identity is low among DSL proteins, they share a similar
motif organization (Figure 1). Crucial for signaling activity are the N-terminal
region and DSL domain (Lieber et al 1992, Muskavitch 1994, Henderson et al
1994, Fitzgerald & Greenwald 1995, Henderson et al 1997). The N-terminal
region exhibits little sequence conservation, no motif, and extends between
the predicted signal sequence and DSL domain; the DSL domain is a family-
specific motif related to EGF-like repeats. Although signaling can be achieved
by a minimal fragment composed of the N-terminal and DSL domains, mem-
brane association appears to be critical for full activity, perhaps by localiz-
ing or concentrating ligand (Fitzgerald & Greenwald 1995, Henderson et al
1997).
RECEPTORS The LNG receptors are transmembrane proteins; founding mem-
bers are LIN-12 ofC. elegansand Notch ofDrosophila (Greenwald 1985,
Wharton et al 1985). Their role as receptors is supported by genetic mosaic
analyses (Austin & Kimble 1987, Seydoux & Greenwald 1989, de Celis et al
1991, Heitzler & Simpson 1991), expression studies (Fehon et al 1991, Kooh
et al 1993, Crittenden et al 1994, Evans et al 1994, Wilkinson et al 1994,
Moskowitz & Rothman 1996), and identification of the intracellular domain
as essential for signaling activity (Lieber et al 1993, Rebay et al 1993, Roehl
& Kimble 1993, Struhl et al 1993, Roehl et al 1996). Within this intracellular
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domain resides a RAM23 domain that binds the CSL effector (Tamura et al
1995, Hsieh et al 1996, Roehl et al 1996), six cdc10/ankyrin (ANK) repeats
that are key for receptor activity (Kodoyianni et al 1992, Roehl & Kimble 1993,
Shawber et al 1996), and a potential PEST domain. Analysis of LNG receptors
on Western blots indicates proteolytic processing (Aster et al 1994, Crittenden
et al 1994, Kopan et al 1996, Shawber et al 1996), but the functional significance
of that processing has not been determined.
EFFECTOR CSL proteins include CBF1 (also known as RBP-Jκ and KBF2) in
vertebrates (Matsunami et al 1989, Grossman et al 1994, Henkel et al 1994),
Su(H) in Drosophila(Ashburner 1982, Schweisguth & Posakony 1992), and
LAG-1 in C. elegans(Lambie & Kimble 1991, Christensen et al 1996). CSL pro-
teins carry no known DNA-binding motif; however, a stretch of about 400 con-
served amino acids binds DNA with similar sequence specificity in all known
CSL proteins (Brou et al 1994, Chun et al 1994, Tun et al 1994, Christensen
et al 1996, Roehl et al 1996). They can act as either transcriptional activators
(Grossman et al 1994, Henkel et al 1994, Waltzer et al 1994, Zimber-Strobl et al
1994, Bailey & Posakony 1995, Jarriault et al 1995, Lecourtois & Schweisguth
1995) or repressors (Dou et al 1994, Hsieh & Hayward 1995).
Regulation of Receptor by Ligand
The mechanism by which DSL proteins promote receptor activity is not un-
derstood. In Notch, two EGF-like (EGFL) repeats, EGFL11 and EGFL12,
are both necessary and sufficient for adhesion between Delta-expressing and
Notch-expressing tissue culture cells (Rebay et al 1991). However, in vivo,
EGFL11 and EGFL12 are not sufficient to mediate signaling (Lieber et al
1993, Rebay et al 1993). Furthermore, lesions in EGFL24 to 29 lead to hy-
peractive, but ligand-dependent, receptor activity (Kelley et al 1987, Heitzler
& Simpson 1993). Activation of receptor by ligand is thought to be associated
with a change in the dimerization state of both ligand and receptor (Kelley
et al 1987, Kidd et al 1989, Greenwald & Seydoux 1990, Lieber et al 1993,
Muskavitch 1994; L Seugnet, P Simpson & M Haenlin, unpublished observa-
tion). Missense mutations in the family-specific LNG repeats and in the re-
gion between the LNG repeats and the transmembrane domain lead to ligand-
independent receptor activity, perhaps by altering the self-association of re-
ceptor (Greenwald & Seydoux 1990, Lieber et al 1993, Berry et al 1997).
However, it is important to note that in-frame deletions that specifically remove
most of the LNG repeats eliminate receptor activity even though the protein
remains present (Kodoyianni et al 1992; H Roehl, S Crittenden & J Kimble,
unpublished observation). Finally, active signaling is accompanied by uptake
of both ligand and receptor into the receiving cell (Henderson et al 1994, Parks
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et al 1995, Henderson et al 1997). Clones of cells doubly mutant for truncated
constitutively active Notch andshibire, a dynamin mutant, show that endo-
cytosis is not necessary for transduction of the signal downstream of Notch
(L Seugnet, P Simpson & M Haenlin, unpublished observation). However, in
the absence of endocytosis, Notch-mediated lateral signaling is not maintained,
possibly because of the accumulation of inactive ligand-receptor complexes at
the cell surface.
Signal Transduction by Receptor and CSL
Transcription Factor
Two models have been proposed for the regulation of CSL proteins by receptor.
Others clearly exist, but given the paucity of data, we discuss only those most
hotly debated at the current time. Model one proposes that receptor activation
leads to transport of the CSL protein from cytoplasm to nucleus. In tissue
culture, Notch retains Su(H) in the cytoplasm before being activated; activation
by Delta leads to transport of Su(H) into the nucleus (Fortini & Artavanis-
Tsakonas 1994). The most parsimonious interpretation, that Notch represses
Su(H), is too simple, because Su(H) is not active in the absence of Notch.
The idea that Notch may repress Su(H) can be saved, however, by invoking an
additional activity for the receptor that promotes CSL activity (e.g. stabilization,
or providing a scaffold for association with other proteins). Model two proposes
that the intracellular domain of the receptor is cleaved upon activation and enters
the nucleus to work with the CSL protein as a co-activator of transcription. In
support of this model, the intracellular domain of mammalian Notch can act
together with CBF1 to drive transcription in tissue culture cells (Jarriault et al
1995, Hsieh et al 1996). Furthermore, a truncated form of mammalian Notch,
which lacks most of its extracellular domain, is cleaved in tissue culture cells
to generate an intracellular fragment that enters the nucleus (Kopan et al 1996).
Finally, all LNG receptors tested to date carry a nuclear localization signal
within their intracellular domains (Lieber et al 1993, Rebay et al 1993, Struhl
et al 1993, Roehl et al 1996).
Model one predicts that CSL proteins should colocalize with receptor in
unactivated cells and then appear in the nucleus of activated cells. However,
this is not the case: CSL proteins are primarily nuclear in both activated and
unactivated cells (Gho et al 1996; V Kodoyianni & J Kimble, unpublished data).
Model two predicts that the receptor’s intracellular domain will become nuclear
upon activation. However, antibodies directed against the intracellular domain
do not detect antigen in nuclei of eitherD osophilaor C. elegans(Fehon et al
1991, Crittenden et al 1994). Intriguingly, antibodies against the intracellular
domain of mammalian Notch detect antigen in the nuclei of differentiated rat
neurons, but the state of LIN-12/Notch signaling in these cells is unknown
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(Ahmad et al 1995). Therefore, despite numerous clues about the mechanism
of signal transduction, no solid evidence yet exists to support one mechanism
over another. Other models, of course, remain plausible, including those that
combine aspects of the two described above.
In thinking about a mechanism of signal transduction, the idea that CSL
proteins can act as either transcriptional activators or repressors (see above for
references) is intriguing. Perhaps key CSL binding sites are complexed in a
repressed state prior to signaling, and then transformed into an active complex
by an activated receptor. Such a mechanism would achieve a profound switch in
the transcriptional state of target genes. Furthermore, such a mechanism would
not predict a difference in the amount of nuclear CSL protein before and after
signaling.
Other Components of the Pathway
Many other genes have been implicated in the regulation of cell fate by the
LIN-12/Notch pathway. To conserve space, these are summarized in Table 1.
Most are clearly linked to the LIN-12/Notch pathway in only one organism,
although homologues of some have now been identified in other organisms as
well. An important question to be addressed over the next few years is how
extensively the pathway has been conserved beyond the three core components
emphasized here.
CELL INTERACTIONS CONTROLLED BY THE
LIN-12/Notch PATHWAY
Signaling by the LIN-12/Notch pathway controls numerous cell-cell interac-
tions (Table 2). These interactions are classically divided into two fundamental
types. Induction occurs between nonequivalent cells: A cell of one type signals
to a neighboring cell of a different type to adopt one of two alternative fates.
In contrast, lateral signaling occurs between equivalent cells, each of which
adopts one of two alternate fates as a result of the interaction. In this section,
we review those cell fate decisions mediated by the LIN-12/Notch pathway in
C. elegansandDrosophilathat have been subjected to most intensive analyses.
Induction of Germline Mitosis in C. elegans
A somatic gonadal cell, called the distal tip cell, signals the neighboring germline
to divide mitotically (Kimble & White 1981). This proliferative signal induces
growth of the germline during larval development and maintains a population of
germline stem cells in the adult. Furthermore, localization of this signal estab-
lishes polarity in the germline tissue. Signaling by the distal tip cell is required
continually during larval development and adulthood for germline growth; in its
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Table 2 Cell interactions controlled by the LIN-12/Notch pathway
DSL LNG CSL Target
Interaction Type protein receptor protein gene
DTC/germline Induction LAG-2 GLP-1 LAG-1 ?
P2/ABp Induction APX-1 GLP-1 LAG-1 ?
MS/ABara and ABalp Induction ? GLP-1 LAG-1 ?
IntraAB interactionsa Induction LAG-2 LIN-12/GLP-1 LAG-1
D → V wing marginb Induction Serrate Notch Su(H) vg
V → D wing margin Induction Delta Notch Su(H) vg
AC/VU Lateral signaling LAG-2 LIN-12 ? ?
VPCs Lateral signaling ? LIN-12 ? ?
LC/VD Lateral signaling LAG-2 LIN-12 ? ?
Neural/non-neural
fatesc Lateral signaling Delta Notch Su(H) E(spl)-C
Specification of SOP Lineally biased Delta Notch Su(H)E(spl)-C
progeny lateral signaling?
aThis category includes induction of ABplaa and ABplpa.
bD, dorsal cells; V, ventral cells.
cThis category encompasses neurons versus epidermis decision in embryos, specification of
sensory organ precursor cells (SOP) in bristles, specification of SOP in chordotonal organs, and
specification of R8 photoreceptors in eye.
absence, germline cells enter meiosis and complete gametogenesis. Induction
of germline mitosis requires LAG-2 in the signaling cell (Lambie & Kimble
1991, Henderson et al 1994, Tax et al 1994) and GLP-1 and LAG-1 in the re-
ceiving cell (Austin & Kimble 1987, 1989, Yochem & Greenwald 1989, Lambie
& Kimble 1991, Crittenden et al 1994, Christensen et al 1996).
Blastomere Specification in the Early C. elegans Embryo
A cascade of GLP-1-mediated inductions regulates blastomere specification in
the earlyC. elegansembryo. At the 4-cell stage, the P2 blastomere induces
the ABp blastomere to adopt a fate distinct from its sibling ABa (Bowerman
et al 1992, Hutter & Schnabel 1994, Mango et al 1994, Mello et al 1994,
Moskowitz et al 1994). Maternalpx-1andglp-1 are required for the P2/ABp
interaction (Mango et al 1994, Mello et al 1994). Therefore, GLP-1 is used
for both germline induction and ABp induction, but it responds to LAG-2 in
the first case and to APX-1 in the second. Cell contact is required for the P2
induction of ABp (Mello et al 1994). At the 12-cell stage, the MS blastomere
induces two descendants of ABa, ABalp and ABara, to generate pharyngeal
tissue (Priess et al 1987). The ligand is not known for this second interaction;
maternalglp-1 supplies the receptor (Priess et al 1987, Evans et al 1994) and
LAG-1 is likely to serve as the downstream effector (V Kodoyianni & J Kimble,
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unpublished data). The twolag genes as well as zygoticlin-12 or glp-1regulate
two subsequent inductive interactions, one of which induces epidermis at the
expense of neurons (Moskowitz & Rothman 1996).
Induction of the Wing Margin in Drosophila
Establishment of the dorsal-ventral (D/V) wing margin relies on a reciprocal
induction in the wing imaginal disc: Dorsal cells induce ventral cells to express
wingless(wg), and ventral cells similarly induce dorsal cells to expresswg
(Diaz-Benjumea & Cohen 1995, Rulifson & Blair 1995, Doherty et al 1996,
Couso et al 1995). The resultant stripe ofwingless-expressing cells controls
both growth and patterning of the wing. Both inductive signals at the wing
margin rely on the Notch receptor. However, dorsal cells signal with Serrate,
whereas ventral cells use Delta. Serrate is expressed in all dorsal cells but is
only required along the border (Kim et al 1995, Diaz-Benjumea & Cohen 1995,
Couso et al 1995, Doherty et al 1996). Delta, by contrast, is expressed at a high
level only in ventral cells near the boundary (Doherty et al 1996, de Celis et al
1995). Positive feedback loops may reinforce both signals (Doherty et al 1996;
see below).
The AC/VU Decision in the C. elegans Gonad
During normal development, two somatic gonad cells interact to select one of
two alternate fates: one becomes an anchor cell (AC) and the other a ventral
uterine precursor cell (VU) (Kimble 1981). In this cell interaction, LAG-2 is
the signal (Lambie & Kimble 1991, Wilkinson et al 1994) and LIN-12 is the
receptor (Greenwald et al 1983). The role of LAG-1, if any, is not known. In
the absence of signaling, both cells differentiate as ACs, whereas unregulated
signaling leads to both becoming VUs (Greenwald et al 1983). Contact between
the AC/VU precursor cells appears to be essential for signaling: When the two
cells fail to meet in a mutant affecting cell movement, both adopt the AC fate
(Hedgecock et al 1990).
Development of Sensory Bristles in Drosophila
TheDrosophilaepidermis is covered with sensory bristles. At least two stages
in the development of these bristles depend on signaling by the LIN-12/Notch
pathway. First, lateral signaling regulates the selection of a sensory organ pre-
cursor cell (SOP) from a surrounding group of equivalent cells with neural
potential, so-called proneural cells (Heitzler & Simpson 1991). Second, the
SOP undergoes two rounds of division to generate four different descendants
by an invariant lineage that nonetheless depends on Notch for correct specifi-
cation of progeny fates (Hartenstein & Posakony 1990, Parks & Muskavitch
1993). Delta and Notch act as signal and receptor, respectively, in this cascade of
interactions that controls bristle development (reviewed in Muskavitch 1994).
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Other Cell Interactions Mediated by Notch,
LIN-12, or GLP-1
Signaling by Notch, LIN-12, and GLP-1 controls many other cell fates in both
Drosophilaand nematodes. Notch regulates the embryonic decision between
epidermal and neural fates (Lehmann et al 1983), as well as specification of
fate in the somatic gastric nervous system (Gonzalez-Gaitan & J¨ackle 1995),
Malpighian tubule tip cells (Hoch et al 1994), muscle founder cells (Bate et al
1993), specialized follicle cells in the ovary (Ruohola et al 1991), R8 photore-
ceptors and most other cell types in the eye (Baker & Zitron 1995, Cagan &
Ready 1989), and midgut cells (Tepass & Hartenstein 1995). Nematode LIN-12
regulates lateral signaling among numerous pairs or groups of cells including the
vulval precursor cells (VPCs) (Greenwald et al 1983); furthermore, LIN-12 me-
diates the induction of certain uterine cells (Newman et al 1995). Finally, either
LIN-12 or GLP-1 regulates other cell interactions during mid-embryogenesis
(Lambie & Kimble 1991, Moskowitz & Rothman 1996).
REGULATION OF SIGNALING BY THE LIN-12/Notch
PATHWAY
Signaling by the LIN-12/Notch pathway can be regulated at a remarkable num-
ber of levels. In this section, we discuss the best known controls of the pathway
that lead to induction, lateral signaling, and invariant cell lineage. In addition,
we touch upon interactions between LIN-12/Notch signaling and other signal
transduction pathways.
Induction: Cell-Specific Expression of Ligand
and Receptor
Cells participating in an inductive interaction express either a DSL protein or
an LNG receptor (Figure 2A). For example, in germline induction, LAG-2 is
expressed in the signaling distal tip cell, whereas GLP-1 is restricted to the
receiving germline tissue (Henderson et al 1994, Crittenden et al 1994). A sim-
ilarly tight regulation of both ligand and receptor is seen in the early nematode
embryo. Here the APX-1 signal is limited to the P2 blastomere (Mickey et al
1996), and GLP-1 receptor is restricted to AB and its daughters (Evans et al
1994). In theDrosophilawing margin, Delta and Serrate are expressed in ven-
tral and dorsal compartments, respectively, whereas Notch is expressed in both
compartments (Speicher et al 1994, Kim et al 1995, Doherty et al 1996). There-
fore, in inductive interactions, control of gene expression appears to dictate the
signaling and receiving partners of the interaction.
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Figure 2 Regulation of the LIN-12/Notch signaling pathway. (A) Induction: Cells are not equiv-
alent and are depicted as an oval (left) and a rectangle (right). Only the signaling cell expresses
the DSL protein (arrow), whereas only the receiving cell expresses the LNG receptor (Y-shape).
(B) Lateral signaling: Cells are initially equivalent and are both depicted asov l . Owing to lateral
signaling, each cell resolves to a signaling cell (left) or receiving cell (right). See text for further
explanation. (C) Signaling biased by a lineally segregated regulator: A precursor cell divides asym-
metrically to generate two distinct daughter cells. One of these daughters carries a negative regulator
of receptor activity and therefore becomes a signaling cell. The other daughter may become the
receiving cell. See text for further explanation.
Lateral Signaling and Feedback Regulation
Lateral signaling appears to require three regulatory steps (Figure 2B) (Seydoux
& Greenwald 1989, Heitzler & Simpson 1991, Wilkinson et al 1994). First, the
interacting cells express both ligand and receptor. Second, one of the cells
acquires a bias toward either the signaling or receiving fate—perhaps by a
stochastic fluctuation in the relative amounts of ligand and receptor. And finally,
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the bias is amplified so that one cell expresses ligand and not receptor and the
other expresses receptor and not ligand. This final situation resembles induction
in that one cell is transformed into a signaling cell and the other into a receiving
cell (compare Figures 2A and 2B).
One prediction of this three-step model involves a change in the expression of
ligand and receptor during lateral signaling. In the nematode, both AC/VU pre-
cursor cells initially express bothlag-2::lacZ andlin-12::lacZ reporter genes;
then shortly before commitment,lag-2andlin-12expression becomes restricted
to future AC and VU cells, respectively (Wilkinson et al 1994). Therefore, cells
that initially express both ligand and receptor are transformed into one signaling
and one receiving cell. Although this has not been clearly demonstrated in the
case of the SOP ofDrosophila,Ghysen et al (1993) have observed a progres-
sive restriction of Delta from all cells of the proneural cluster to the emerging
SOP.
A second prediction is that the relative amounts of ligand and receptor in the
signaling cells will influence the cell fate decision. Genetic mosaic experiments
in both nematodes andDrosophilasupport this prediction. Normally in nema-
todes, the choice of which cell adopts the AC or VU fate is random. By contrast,
when a wild-type AC/VU precursor lies adjacent to a mutant AC/VU precursor
that lacks LIN-12, the wild-type cell invariably adopts the VU fate (Seydoux &
Greenwald 1989). Therefore, a cell lacking receptor always becomes a signaling
cell and the normally random choice adopts a strong bias. The importance of the
relative abundance of ligand and receptor has been dramatically underscored by
manipulating the dosage of Notch and Delta inDrosophila(Heitzler & Simpson
1991). When cells carrying two copies of wild-type Notch were juxtaposed to
cells carrying either three copies or one copy, those cells with less receptor
than their neighbors adopted the neural fate. Therefore, a cell expressing two
copies of Notch becomes the signaling cell when adjacent to a cell with three
copies of Notch, but it becomes the receiving cell when adjacent to a cell with
only one copy of Notch. In analogous experiments with Delta, those cells with
more Delta than their neighbors became neural. The major conclusion is that
a small relative difference between adjacent cells in levels of either ligand or
receptor can determine fate: A cell with less receptor or more ligand dominates
the interaction.
The amplification of an initially small relative difference in ligand and re-
ceptor to a much larger difference may rely on feedback regulation. A rather
simple feedback loop has been suggested in the case of the AC/VU decision
(Wilkinson et al 1994). Here, receptor activation not only down-regulates ex-
pression of ligand in the receiving cell, it also maintains receptor expression in
that same cell. Positive feedback upon receptor may occur at the transcriptional
level: Deletion of a conserved sequence in the 5′-flanking region oflin-12,
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called LCS1, eliminates receptor expression in the receiving cell of the AC/VU
decision (Wilkinson et al 1994). Nine consensus binding sites for the CSL pro-
tein LAG-1 occur in the 5′-flanking region oflin-12, including one in LCS1
(Christensen et al 1996). These binding sites may be used to promotelin-12
transcription.
A more complex, but perhaps more complete, regulatory network has been
suggested inDrosophila. This circuit includes theEnhancer of Splitand
Achaete/Scutegene complexes,E(spl)-C and AS-C, which encode batteries
of bHLH transcription factors (Alonso & Cabrera 1988, Knust et al 1992).
Before SOP selection, all cells of the proneural cluster, or PNC, expressAS-C
genes promoting neural development (Cubas et al 1991, Skeath & Carroll 1991,
Skeath et al 1992). Subsequently, lateral signaling among the PNCs permits res-
olution of the group into one signaling cell, the SOP, and adjacent receiving
cells. The future SOP maintainsAS-Cexpression at a high level, whereas other
PNC cells ceaseAS-Cexpression and adopt the epidermal fate. In mutants
lacking Notch or Delta, all PNC cells continue to expressAS-Cand adopt the
neural fate (Hartenstein & Posakony 1990, Heitzler & Simpson 1991). Both
E(spl)-CandAS-Care integral to feedback in flies (Heitzler et al 1996). In sig-
naling cells, AS-C proteins probably activate Delta at the transcriptional level
(Künisch et al 1994, Heitzler et al 1996). In receiving cells,E(spl)-Cgenes are
transcriptionally activated by Su(H) (Bailey & Posakony 1995, Lecourtois &
Schweisguth 1995). E(spl)-C proteins appear to act together with the Groucho
protein to repress transcription of theachaete/scute(ac/sc) genes (Delidakis
et al 1991, Schrons et al 1992, Oellers et al 1994, Tata & Hartley 1995, Nakao
& Campos-Ortega 1996); in this way, activation ofE(spl)-Cby Su(H) leads to
repression ofAS-Cand a loss of Delta expression.
Thus during lateral signaling, receptor activation leads to the down-regulation
of signal—both for Delta/Notch and LAG-2/LIN-12. However, the regulatory
circuitry may not be the same. Although homologues ofE(spl)andac/scmay
have been identified in nematodes (Zhao & Emmons 1995, Wrischnik & Kenyon
1997), they have not been linked to LIN-12 or GLP-1 signaling.
Intriguingly, regulation similar to that found in lateral signaling may also
affect other interactions. The best case is found in the earlyC. elegansembryo
where maternalglp-1 represses zygoticlag-2 expression and activates zygotic
lin-12 (Moskowitz & Rothman 1996). This regulatory relationship is similar
to that proposed to occur during lateral signaling but has the added twist that
activity in one interaction under maternal control influences that of subsequent
zygotic interactions to generate a cascade of induction. In addition, positive
feedback regulation may amplify GLP-1 activity during control of germline
proliferation (Kodoyianni et al 1992) and may lead to ligand-independent in-
duction in the proximal germline (Seydoux et al 1990).
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Induction and Feedback Regulation at the Drosophila
Wing Margin
During induction of the wing margin inDrosophila,Notch activity leads to up-
regulation of Serrate in dorsal cells and up-regulation of Delta in ventral cells
(Doherty et al 1996). Induction at the margin is thereby amplified in both dorsal
and ventral cells, albeit by up-regulation of different ligands in different cells.
This positive regulatory loop contrasts with the negative loop observed during
lateral signaling, where LIN-12/Notch activation down-regulates expression of
lag-2/Delta. Therefore, tissue-specific factors appear to play a critical role in
determining how individual cells react to signaling.
Asymmetric Segregation of a Pathway Regulator
Activity of the LIN-12/Notch pathway can also be regulated by segregation
of a signaling component or regulator of the pathway to one of two daughters
of a cell division (Figure 2C). The best example of this regulatory mechanism
is observed during development of sensory organs inDrosophila. Typically,
a SOP generates four distinct daughters by two rounds of division (Lawrence
1966). In the absence of Notch, this simple lineage gives rise to four neurons
instead of its four typical fates, of which only one is a neuron (Hartenstein
& Posakony 1990, Parks & Muskavitch 1993). Therefore, the generation of
specific cell types by this invariant lineage relies on the LIN-12/Notch pathway
and presumably upon cell-cell interactions.
Thenumbgene controls LIN-12/Notch signaling in both the peripheral and
central nervous systems of flies (Uemura et al 1989, Rhyu et al 1994, Spana et al
1995, Guo et al 1996). Numb acts cell autonomously (Spana et al 1995) and
functions upstream of Notch to control cell fate (Guo et al 1996). The effect of
Numb is opposite that of Notch, suggesting that Numb is a negative regulator.
Consistent with this idea, when assayed in tissue culture cells, Numb inhibits
the translocation of Su(H) to the nucleus upon receptor activation (Frise et al
1996). The regulation of Notch by Numb may be direct because Numb binds
directly to the receptor’s intracellular domain (Guo et al 1996).
The current model is that asymmetric segregation of Numb leads to the down-
regulation of Notch in one daughter cell, which creates a bias in the signaling
potential of the Numb-bearing cell (Jan & Jan 1995). That bias may be amplified
by feedback regulation as has been found for lateral signaling (Wilkinson et al
1994). Thus the down-regulation of Notch in the Numb-bearing cell may lead
to up-regulation of Delta and the subsequent transformation of that cell into a
signaling cell.
A role for asymmetric segregation in the control of the LIN-12/Notch path-
way has also been suggested in other cases. For example, during mammalian
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neurogenesis, Notch1 is segregated to the basal cell of an asymmetric divi-
sion in neural ectoderm (Chenn & McConnell 1995). In the 2-cell embryo of
C. elegans, the asymmetric distribution of GLP-1 may result from the differen-
tial segregation of a translational regulator of GLP-1 (Evans et al 1994).
Interactions with Other Signaling Pathways
Signaling by the LIN-12/Notch pathway can be influenced by extrinsic as well as
intrinsic cues (e.g.numb). In this section we consider two examples: interactions
with thewinglessand EGF pathways.
INTERACTIONS WITH THE WINGLESS (WG) PATHWAY Genetic interactions be-
tween the Notch andwingless(wg) pathways are impressive, and the two path-
ways must be linked at some level (Couso et al 1995, Blair 1996). In certain
cases, Notch and wingless activities are antagonistic (Gonzalez-Gaitan & J¨ackle
1995, Axelrod et al 1996), whereas in others they are synergistic (Neumann &
Cohen 1996). Therefore, the relationship between these pathways is subject to
the particular cells interacting. In certain cells, transcription ofwg is induced by
Notch and Su(H) (Neumann & Cohen 1996). In those cells wherewgexpression
depends on Notch signaling, the two pathways induce the same developmental
fate and therefore are not antagonistic. In other cases, where the two pathways
act in opposition to each other, cross-talk may occur at any of several levels. For
example,disheveled(dsh), which acts downstream ofwg, may inhibit Notch
activity post-translationally (Axelrod et al 1996). Similarly, SGG/GSK-3 ki-
nase, which is inactivated by phosphorylation upon Wg signaling, may inhibit
Notch (Cook et al 1996). During sensory organ development, certain cells are
first signaled by Wg to maintainac-scexpression in the proneural cluster and
then are signaled by Notch to repressac-scexpression in those cells that are not
destined to become the precursor.Winglessacts by inactivatingshaggy(sgg)
to allow ac-scexpression, butsgg is then required for the later repression of
ac-sc, suggesting that it is re-activated by Notch signaling (Simpson et al 1993,
Ruel et al 1993). Finally, Wg protein may influence Notch activity by binding
its extracellular domain (Couso et al 1995; C Wesley & M Young, unpublished
observations). The generality of theNotch /wginteractions is not known: No
link has yet been forged inC. elegansbetween LIN-12/GLP-1 and pathways
homologous towingless.
INTERACTIONS WITH EGF PATHWAY During development of the nematode
vulva, the fates of six vulval precursor cells (VPCs) are specified by the com-
bined action of a tyrosine kinase/ras signaling pathway and the LIN-12 pathway
(Horvitz & Sternberg 1991). In wild-type animals, the somatic gonadal anchor
cell (AC) signals the underlying VPCs to embark on vulval differentiation. The
AC signal, called LIN-3, is a TGF-α homologue that acts through a receptor
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similar to the EGF receptor to direct a 1◦ vulval fate in the closest VPC (Horvitz
& Sternberg 1991). Lateral signaling by way of LIN-12 between the 1◦ VPC
and flanking VPCs inhibits them from adopting the same fate; instead, those
neighbors adopt a secondary fate (2◦). The AC signal may bias the lateral signal
by, for example, up-regulating ligand in the closest VPC, perhaps as one conse-
quence of the 1◦ fate, or up-regulating the LIN-12 receptor in the flanking VPCs.
Indeed, lin-25, which appears to act upstream of receptor in the LIN-12/Notch
pathway, may be regulated by the MAPK pathway operating downstream of
LIN-3 (Tuck & Greenwald 1995). In theDrosophilaeye, signaling by both
Notch and EGF is required for successive steps of cell fate specification (Cagan
& Ready 1989, Freeman 1996), but the question of how these two pathways
relate to one another is not known.
WHERE IS THE SPECIFICITY?
Cells respond differently to LIN-12/Notch activation depending on their devel-
opmental history, on their specific complement of ligand, receptor, and regula-
tors, and presumably on other proteins expressed. Cells at theDrosophilawing
margin express vestigial, wingless, and cut in response to signaling, whereas
those in proneural clusters express E(spl)-C. Clearly, these two cell types must
possess distinct regulatory factors to achieve such different responses.
How do the core components of the LIN-12/Notch pathway control indi-
vidual choices of cell fate? One possibility in organisms with multiple ligands
or receptors might be that individual ligands or receptors impose specificity
on particular decisions. However, in those cases tested, the multiple ligands
and receptors do not appear to have specificity in directing particular fates. In
C. elegans, GLP-1 can replace LIN-12 to specify specific cell fates (Mango
et al 1991, Lambie & Kimble 1991, Fitzgerald et al 1993). Most compelling
is the result that aglp-1 cDNA, placed under control oflin-12 gene regulatory
sequences, can rescue a nulllin-12 mutant (Fitzgerald et al 1993). Similarly,
anapx-1cDNA rescues alag-2 null mutant when placed underlag-2 regula-
tion (Fitzgerald & Greenwald 1995, Gao & Kimble 1995), and Serrate, when
placed under control of the heat shock promoter, can replace Delta for at least
one interaction (Gu et al 1995).
The most straightforward conclusion is that specificity does not reside in the
ligand/receptor interaction per se, but instead is delegated to the regulation of
these proteins, mostly at the level of transcription, or to downstream factors.
An interesting twist on this simple conclusion is posed by the action of Delta
and Serrate at the wing margin. Delta activates Notch in dorsal but not ventral
cells, and similarly, Serrate activates Notch in ventral but not dorsal cells. No
satisfying explanation for this paradox has been put forward, although certain
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aspects have been addressed. For example, Doherty et al (1996) propose that the
presence of both Delta and Notch in ventral cells inhibits them from responding
to Delta, and that Serrate in dorsal cells may overcome this inhibition by the
production offringed. An analogous situation might occur in dorsal cells: Acti-
vation of Notch by Serrate may be inhibited in cells expressing both, but may be
overcome in ventral cells by the production of Delta plus some other regulator.
To address the lack of specificity among core components of the LIN-12/
Notch pathway, it has been argued that signaling by this pathway may simply
inhibit differentiation instead of specifying fates (e.g. Artavanis-Tsakanos et al
1995). Evidence supporting this model includes the block to muscle differentia-
tion observed upon activation of rat Notch by Jagged in tissue culture (Lindsell
et al 1995). However, Notch directly inducesvg, a gene that promotes wing dif-
ferentiation (Kim et al 1996), and it also induceswgat the dorsal/ventral wing
margin, which is key for establishment of that boundary (Neumann & Cohen
1996). In the epidermis, Notch induces expression ofE(spl)-Cgenes, which
repress neural differentiation, but E(spl)-C proteins are not general repressors
and are not used, for example, during Notch signaling at the wing margin
(de Celis et al 1996). Therefore, conflicting data exist, and a single mechanism
for LIN-12/Notch signaling may be overly simplistic.
EVOLUTIONARY CONSIDERATIONS
LIN-12/Notch Pathway in Other Organisms
DSL, LNG, and CSL proteins have been found in most animals where sought:
DSL homologues (Xenopus: Chitnis et al 1995; chick: Henrique et al 1995,
Myat et al 1996; rat: Lindsell et al 1995; mouse: Bettenhausen et al 1995), LNG
homologues (sea urchin: D McClay, personal communication;Xe opus: Coff-
man et al 1993; zebrafish: Bierkamp & Campos-Ortega 1993; rat: Weinmaster
et al 1991; mouse: Franco del Amo et al 1992, Robbins et al 1992, Lardelli
& Lendahl 1993, Lardelli et al 1994; and humans: Ellisen et al 1991, Larsson
et al 1994, Milner et al 1994), and CSL homologues (referenced in CSL secti-
on above). The progress made with the mammalian signaling pathway has been
tremendous, relying in part on injection of dominant-negative components in
Xenopus(Coffman et al 1993, Dorsky et al 1995, Chitnis et al 1995), in part
on mouse gene knock-outs (Swiatek et al 1994, Conlon et al 1995, Oka et al
1995), and in part on tissue culture manipulations (Aster et al 1994, Kopan et al
1994, Austin et al 1995, Jarriault et al 1995, Hsieh et al 1996, Kopan et al 1996,
Shawber et al 1996). A description of work on the vertebrate pathway is beyond
the scope of this review.
A comparison of LIN-12/Notch pathways in various organisms reveals a
striking similarity betweenDrosophila and vertebrate pathways. Vertebrate
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ligands fall into Delta-like and Serrate-like classes (Nye & Kopan 1995),
and most vertebrate receptors have 36 EGF-like repeats, as doesDr sophila
Notch (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al 1995). Furthermore, individual EGF-like re-
peats along the length of the protein are more similar between fly and verte-
brate homologues than they are to other EGF-like repeats in the same protein.
CBF1, the vertebrate CSL protein, activates transcription of HES-1, which is
an E(spl) homologue (Jarriault et al 1995), and HES-1 in turn down-regulates
MASH-1, a homologue of Ac/Sc (Ishibashi et al 1995). Therefore, in both flies
and vertebrates, conservation embraces not only the core components, but also
downstream target genes and their targets. TheC. eleganspathway, by contrast,
appears to be more distant with respect to individual components as well as
regulatory circuitry. For each of the core components, specific sequences and
number of motifs are more highly diverged betweenC. elegansand both fly and
vertebrates than between fly and vertebrate homologues. In addition, although
putative homologues of E(spl) and Ac/Sc have been found (see above), no link
has yet emerged with LIN-12/GLP-1 signaling.
Evolution of Multiple Ligands and Receptors
Why does a single organism possess multiple ligands and receptors for signal-
ing by the LIN-12/Notch pathway? Duplicated ligands and receptors may have
evolved to achieve the distinct spatial and temporal regulation of individual
components. The existence of unique regulatory circuits for individual ligands
or receptors that function in the same organism is clearly a fact (e.g. Delta ver-
sus Serrate inDrosophila, and APX-1 versus LAG-2 and LIN-12 versus GLP-1
in C. elegans). These separate types of regulation may provide versatility for
generating a pattern in the complex tissues of multicellular organisms. Consis-
tent with this idea, vertebrates possess more receptors than either nematodes or
Drosophila, which may underlie the generation of their greater body complex-
ity. Alternatively, duplicated ligands and receptors may have evolved from a
need for distinct ligands or receptors. Although the bulk of current evidence in-
dicates that duplicated ligands/receptors are functionally interchangeable (see
section on Specificity), differences may have been masked by the experimental
conditions used to explore their activities.
Conservation of Biological Roles
The biological roles of LIN-12/Notch signaling are diverse. Only one role has
emerged that appears to be common among various organisms. In flies, Notch
plays a prominent role in selection of neural or nonneural fates; indeed, genes
of the Notch pathway were dubbed neurogenic because of this role (Lehmann
et al 1983 and references therein). It is striking that LIN-12 and GLP-1 are
required for an inductive interaction in the embryo that leads to epidermal
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fates at the expense of neural ones (Moskowitz & Rothman 1996), that LAG-2
and LIN-12 are expressed in many cells during development of the ventral
nerve cord (S Henderson & J Kimble, unpublished observation; Wilkinson
& Greenwald 1995), and that the LIN-12/Notch pathway plays a major role
in neural specification in vertebrates (for review see Artavanis-Tsakonas et al
1995).
Other common roles for LIN-12/Notch signaling are not well established;
however, distinct biological roles have been found. For example, GLP-1 signal-
ing is required for specification of germline stem cells inC. elegans, but Notch
signaling does not have the same function in flies. Over the next few years, both
the conservation and divergence of biological roles will be highlighted as more
is learned about the functions of these signaling pathways in diverse organisms.
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
Our understanding of signal transduction by the LIN-12/Notch pathway has
increased dramatically over the past few years. A major advance has been the
identification of a conserved core pathway consisting of DSL ligand, LNG
receptor, and CSL transcription factor. In addition, four mechanisms for regu-
lation of the pathway have been discovered. First is the tightly regulated gene
expression of ligand and receptor. These components are expressed in specific
cells at precise times of development. Their finely tuned pattern of expression
underscores the importance of both the presence of those components and their
absence. Second is feedback regulation within the pathway. During lateral sig-
naling, this regulatory circuit ensures the adoption of two alternative fates by
cells within a field of equivalent precursors. Also, during induction such feed-
back regulation may ensure maintenance of cell fate decisions. Third is the
asymmetric segregation of a pathway component, a mechanism that partially
explains the specification of cell fates by some invariant cell lineages. Fourth is
the interaction between the LIN-12/Notch signaling pathway with other path-
ways. The latter two mechanisms may be variants of lateral signaling, with
either intrinsic or extrinsic cues biasing the pathway to achieve a pattern.
The tremendous progress over the last few years opens the door for a more
in-depth understanding of how signals are transduced by this pathway. What is
the molecular mechanism of signal transduction? Is the core pathway outlined
in this review the primary pathway for LIN-12/Notch signaling, or are there
parallel pathways of equal importance? The possibility of alternative ligands
(e.g. Couso et al 1995) and alternative transducers (Lecourtois & Schweisguth
1995, Christensen et al 1996, Shawber et al 1996) has been suggested. Is there
some branch of the pathway that inhibits differentiation generally, while another
branch induces specific fates? How conserved are the regulators of the pathway
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and the downstream target genes? We look forward with anticipation to the
surprises that are likely to emerge from the burgeoning data obtained in studies
directed at unraveling the details of this pathway in an ever-increasing variety
of organisms.
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